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Abstract   Degree adverbs have both objective and subjective aspects; there are some adverbs 
to explain the condition or state of the object and others to express how the speaking 
subject perceives the object. Such a two-sided nature makes it more difficult to set the 
perspective so as to understand the functions and nature of degree adverbs. After all, 
classification for detailed understanding of degree adverbs has become too complicated, 
and their functions and nature have remained elusive. More specifically, no previous 
studies have clearly explained how to segment the functions of expressions of degree, 
including degree adverbs and their surrounding phrases.  
Therefore, this paper discusses from what perspective the functions and nature of 
degree adverbs should be perceived. Specifically, we reviewed previous studies 
concerning the classification of degree adverbs and the concept of degree to organize 
concepts of degree evaluation based on the diversity of degree scales. As a result, we 
discovered that the key to degree evaluation is the concept of sharing information 
through communication, and we introduced the idea of building a new framework for 
analysis based on this concept. 
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(３) more stupid←―――――― 




























       How long ～ 
(５) ←――――――――…――――――――→ 








   冷たい／ぬるい／あたたかい／熱い 
（サピアの言語的程度評価） 
  冷たい←―――――――・――――――→熱い 
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(15)表４：程度評価の相違による分類   
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①My watch is faster than your watch is slow. 




①の場合、the degree which my watch is fast < the degree 
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